The correct waist length for your belt
Note: Please do not rely on the measurements imprinted by the manufacturers of
your existing belts!

First option:
Measure the length of one of your existing belts from the inner edge of the belt buckle to the normally
used hole. This gives you your waist length.
Second option:
Measure with a measuring tape around the girth where your new belt will be sitting (over the clothing!).
This gives you your waist length.
Now you transfer this measurement, starting from the middle hole up to and including the buckle (the
middle hole should correspond exactly with your waist length), giving you two holes on either side to
accommodate days of „feasting and fasting“.

If you have chosen a very long buckle, select the second-tightest hole for your waist length.
The resulting surplus in girth length is cut off with a good pair of household scissors (where subsequently
the metal clip will sit!).
.
Third option (before things go wrong!):
Ask the Sales Assistant for help or contact us either by telephone +41 81 832 24 44 or e-mail
tabeas@bluewin.ch.

The correct width of your wrist bracelet
First option:
Wrap the cut-off part of your belt around your wrist (slightly behind the wrist-bone). Mark with a pencil
the place where the two edges meet. This is the width for your wrist bracelet.
Now you cut off the surplus part. Fit the clasps to both ends and mark with a pencil the position of the
four holes required to fasten the clasps. Prick the holes with the awl supplied with the belt, then tightly
screw in the screws: your additional accessory to go with your belt is ready.

Second option: (before things go wrong!):
Ask the Sales Assistant for help or contact us either by telephone +41 81 832 24 44 or
e-mail tabeas@bluewin.ch.

